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services for the disabled fan who attends
events at the Staples Center. The Honda

Center’s new team of accessibility associates
will provide wheelchair seating, portable audio

equipment and translation services for the
deaf, hard of hearing and visually impaired.

Both the audio system and the translation will
be available for all events and time periods,

and visitors will need to provide a photo ID in
order to receive their tickets. Last year, Honda

Center had six accessibility associates. This
year, they have 12. In addition to providing the

above services, they will also assist visitors
with all wheelchair, stroller and mobility

equipment rentals. All Honda Center restrooms
are accessible to disabled visitors with the

requisite handicap placard.The future of Jewish
life is in the hands of the American people. And
most people don’t like what they see. As Jews,
we understand well the concept of the parable:

the fear of a neighbor to keep his life or
property. In thinking about the complex

question of how and what we should support, it
is essential to first understand the parable in
context. The parable assumes a basic, if not
simplistic, view of the human condition: that
people are essentially good or bad, sinful or
righteous, and the world is made up of two

groups. Obviously, like any good parable, the
story has parts we don’t understand. There
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may be a moment of darkness before the light
of God is revealed in our lives, or we may have
been misled into believing wrong. The parable
of the Good Samaritan doesn’t say whether the

man who took care of the Jew was a good
person, a bad person or not quite human. The
parable doesn’t even tell us whether the man
who took care of the Jew was or was not a Jew.
The parable assumes that God is good and has
a plan for each of us to learn a lesson or two
about love and caring. This may seem like a

very simplistic way of approaching the
question of how one should respond to people

who are outside the 1cdb36666d
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have two tables: Data
RecentData Data contains one
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query $latestData =
RecentData::latest()->first(); to
get the latest entry but then I

have an error Trying to get
property'myField' of non-object
Is there any other way to do this
without using raw sql? A: Query
Builder has a latest() method on

QueryBuilder: $latestData =
RecentData::latest() ->first();

The Honourable Shafiq Qaadri,
Minister of Foreign Affairs, is
calling on the Government of

Pakistan to re-engage with the
United States Government and

other countries in the immediate
aftermath of the recent floods.

He stated that the world's
collective sympathy for Pakistan

makes this a most opportune
time for the Government of
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Pakistan to pressurise US, UK
and other countries to shoulder
their responsibility and act as

one in the international
community to assist Pakistan in
this time of crisis.How Facebook

Pages Appear on Your Search
Results When you search for a

Facebook page, you may notice
a few interesting things

happening behind the scenes. In
August, Facebook reported that
over a quarter of the time that
they show results for people on

Facebook
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